In this work we have constructed the most general action for a set of complex homogeneous scalar supermultiplets interacting with the scale factor in the supersymmetric FRW model. It is shown, that local conformal time supersymmetry leads to the scalar fields potential, which is defined in the same combination:
The study of supersymmetric minisuperspace models have lead to important and interesting results. To find the physical states it is sufficient to solve the Lorentz and supersymmetric constraints 1−3 . Some of this results have already been presented in two comprehensive and organized works: a book 4 and an extended review 5 .
In the previous works 6, 7 we have proposed a new approach to the study of supersymmetric quantum cosmology. The main idea is to extend the group of local time reparametrization of the cosmological models to the n = 2 local conformal time supersymmetry. For this purpose the odd "time" parameters η,η were introduced (whereη is the complex conjugate to η), which are the superpartners of the usual time parameter t. After we have introduced the new "time" parameters our new functions, previously only time t functions, become superfunctions depending on (t, η,η), which are called superfields. Following the superfield procedure we have constructed the superfield action for the cosmological models, which is invariant under the n = 2 local conformal time supersymmetry. The fermionic superpartners of the scale factor and of the homogeneous scalar fields in the quantum level are elements of the Clifford algebra.
In the present work we have studied the supersymmetric FRW model interacting with a set of n complex homogeneous scalar supermatter fields. We have shown, that in this case the potential of scalar matter fields is a function of the Kähler potential and one arbitrary parameter α. Furthermore, when α = 1 the scalar fields potential becomes energy vacuum of the scalar fields interacting with chiral matter multiplets in the case of N = 1 supergravity theory 8 .
Let's begin by considering the FRW action
for k = 1, 0, −1 stands for a spherical, plane and hyperspherical three-space respectively,
, G N is the Newtonian gravitational constant, N(t) is the lapse function and R(t) is the scale factor depending only on t. In this work we will apply the system units c =h = 1.
It is well known, that the action (1) preserves the invariance under time reparametrization,
if R(t) and N(t) are transformed as
In order to obtain the superfield formulation of the action (1) in ref. [6] the transformations of the time reparametrization (2) were extended to the n = 2 local conformal time supersymmetry (t, η,η). These transformations can be written as
with the superfunction IL(t, η,η) written as
where
are the supercovariant derivatives of the global conformal supersymmetry, which have dimension
is the Grassmann complex parameter of the local conformal susy transformations (4) and b(t) is the parameter of local U (1) rotations on the complex η.
The superfield generalization of the action (1), which is invariant under the transformations (4), was found in our previous work 6 and has the form
where we introduce the parameter κ 2 = 8πG N . We can see, that this action is hermitian for k = 0, 1. The last two terms in (6) are a total derivative, which are necessary when we consider interaction and IN(t, η,η) is a real one-dimensional gravity superfield, which has the form
The components of the superfield IN(t, η,η) in (7) are gauge fields of the one-dimensional n = 2 extended supergravity.
The superfield IR(t, η,η) may be written as
The transformation rule for the real scalar superfield IR(t, η,η) is
The component B(t) in (9) is an auxiliary degree of freedom; λ(t) andλ(t) are the fermionic superpartners of the scale factor R(t). The superfield transformations (8, 10) are the generalization of the transformations for N(t) and R(t) in (3).
The complex matter supermultiplets
set of spatially homogeneous matter fields z A (t) andzĀ(t) (A= 1,2,..,n), four fermionic degrees of freedom χ A (t),χĀ(t), φ A (t) andφĀ(t), as well as bosonic auxiliary fields F A (t) andFĀ(t).
The components of the matter superfields Z A (t, η,η) andZĀ(t, η,η) may be written
The transformation rule for the superfields Z A (t, η,η) andZĀ(t, η,η) may be written as
The most general interacting action for the set of complex homogeneous scalar supermultiplets Z A (t, η,η) with the scale superfactor IR(t, η,η) up to the second-order derivatives has the following form
This interaction depends on two arbitrary superfunctions Φ(Z A ,ZĀ), g(Z A ) which is dimensionless superpotential and of the arbitrary parameter α. The action (15) is invariant under the local conformal supersymmetric transformations (4). If we make the following Weyl redefinitions
then, our superfield action (15) takes the form
In this action the total derivative no appear because is not necessary in our study. The
action (17) is determined only by terms of one arbitrary Kähler superfunction G(Z
and it is a special combination of IK(Z A ,ZĀ) and g(Z A ), where
is invariant under the transformations
with the Kähler potential IK(Z,Z) defined on the complex superfield Z A related to Φ(Z,Z) (16). The superfunction G(Z,Z) and their transformations are the generalizations of the Kähler function G(z,z) = K(z,z) + log|g(z)| 2 defined on the complex manifold and has the Taylor expansion respect to η,η
where the first term in the expansion is the Kähler function. Derivatives of the Kähler function are denoted by
Perhaps, it is important to mention, that in supergravity it is also possible to introduce Weyl transformations φ(z,z) = − as (8, 10, 13, 14) . After the integration over the Grassmann variables η,η the action (17) becomes a component action with the auxiliary fields B(t), F A (t) andFĀ(t). These ones may be determined from the component action by taking the variation with respect to them. The equations for these fields are algebraical and have the solutions
After substituting them again into the component action we get the following action
RĀ BCD is the curvature tensor of the Kähler manifold defined by the coordinates z A ,zB with the metric G AB , and Γ B CD = G BĀ GĀ CD are the Christoffel symbols in the definition on covariant derivative and their complex conjugate. Besides, the potential term
where the effective potential of the scalar matter fields is
In the action (23) the Kähler function is a function of scalar fields, i.e G(z,z). When the parameter α = 1 we obtain the effective potential for supergravity coupling with scalar matter fields 8 . From (24) we can see, that when k = 0, U(R, z,z) = V ef f (z,z).
In order to discuss the implications of spontaneous supersymmetry breaking we need to display the superpotential (24) in terms of the auxiliary fields
where the bosonic terms (21-22) are read now as
The supersymmetry is a spontaneous breaking, if the auxiliary fields (28) 
as the gravitino mass in the effective supergravity theory 8 .
Hence, we can see, that in our model the conformal time supersymmetry (4), being subgroup of space-time SUSY, gives a general mechanism of spontaneous breaking of this SUSY 8 . If we consider dilatonic fields in Kähler function, then the parameter α may be viewed as a dilaton coupling constant 9 .
In the future it will be shown, that in the quantum level, the supersymmetric quantum mechanics action (23) describes the vacuum states of supergravity, as well as supersymmetric cosmological FRW model.
